
Self-erecting portable greenhouses Set up Instructions

Step 1: Remove 
your BloomHouse™
from the pack. Place 
the hub ends on the 

ground.

Step 2: Open the
Bloomhouse™ from the top and 
lay it on the ground. It will open 
up into a star shape. NOTE: It 

will not lay flat.

Step 3: Reach to the center of 
the BloomHouse™ and grab the 
strap attached to the hub. Pull 

firmly on the strap.

Step 4: The top will pop up.

Step 5: Then lift the top of the BloomHouse™ so you can reach 
the hub strap of one of the walls. Grab the strap and pull firmly 

until the wall pops out. As shown in "E & F"

Step 6: Repeat STEP 4 with 3 remaining 
sides. Pull firmly on each hub strap until all of 
the walls are popped out. Shown in "G & H".
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Step 7: Secure your BloomHouse™ using the 
supplied stakes. Insert the stakes into the stake holes 
of the skirt at 45° angle. Keep as much tension on the 

rope as possible. Repeat this step with all hub 
locations. For added safety, attach the remaining 4 

high-wind tie-downs to the top 4 corners of the
BloomHouse™ and secure them with stakes.

Step 8: The doorway and vents of the
BloomHouse™ can be secured open for 

ventilation. To secure them, first unzip them. 
Roll them up and use the straps to hold them 

in place. Shown in "11& 12".

Parts List:

BloomHouse™ (84" x 84" x 84")
Ground Stakes
High-Wind Tie-Downs 
Shade Cover 
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Self-erecting portable greenhouses Take Down Instructions

Step 1: To take down your
BloomHouse™ begin by removing all 

high-wind tie-downs and stakes. It 
may be easier for you to use the head 

of one stake to remove 
another. Shown in A.

Step 2: With an open palm, push on the hub of one of the 
walls. It will collapse. Continue around the BloomHouse™, 

pushing on the hubs of the walls, until all 4 walls have 
collapsed.

Step 3: Reach to the center of the BloomHouse™ and push 
in the hub so the roof will collapse. REMEMBER: It will not 

lat flat. Shown in "D & E".

Step 4: Gather the corners of 
the BloomHouse™

Step 5: Use the provided 
material to tie around it to hold 

it place.

Step 6: Place the BloomHouse™ in its pack with the hubs 
down. Store the stakes and high-wind tie-downs in the 
pouches provided and place them in the pack. Now you can 
take your BloomHouse™ anywhere!
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